that T., despite the evident imbalance in literary and archaeological sources, covers the activities of smallholders as thoroughly as those of villa-owners. Inevitably he is on more solid ground when discussing the rural villa, which is seen as the typical achievement of the Roman world, a reflection of its economic growth and the emergence of prosperous urban markets. The archaeological descriptions of villas found in Italy and beyond will undoubtedly be appreciated, as will the (somewhat brief) section on the environmental impact of intensive agriculture and the expansion of habitation in the Roman world. The book offers many quotations from the ancient sources, providing the general reader with direct access to the written sources on Roman agriculture.
Despite the emphasis on the great advances of Roman farmers, T. is pessimistic about the long-term development of Italy's agriculture. The large volume of grain flowing into Italy made grain cultivation in Italy unprofitable, he argues. I would argue instead that the importation of grain opened up many more profitable opportunities for Italy's farmers. Precisely those regions in Italy where African and Egyptian grain could have competed with local grain (and the costs involved make one wonder whether there was truly any competition) offered great opportunities to cater for the urban market for cash crops. T. himself mentions the cultivation of flowers in the fields around Rome. He argues furthermore that Italy lost its outside markets, except for wine (191) . Moreover, following Trajan's ruling that senators had to possess land in Italy, the concentration of landownership in a few senatorial hands was detrimental to Roman agricultural production, as these senatorial landowners had so much land in Spain, Gaul or Syria that they were not interested in cultivating their Italian estates (271). I do not recognize this narrative in recent archaeological studies of Italian agriculture, although the boom of the first two centuries AD clearly does not last into the third. Pliny's letter (3.19) in which he considers buying an estate for 30 million, which he would have had to borrow, possibly from his mother-in-law, since his capital was all tied up in land, leads to the observation "dass Transaktionen dieser Größenordnung das römische Wirtschafts-und Geldsystem schon fast überforderten" (269). In my view, it rather shows that senators like Pliny did not need to use the well-developed Roman banking system when spending millions on land, because there was plenty of capital available in their social circles -and most of it derived from their landed estates. Of course, different views are part of academic debate -it is a pity though that the book does not mention any of these debates.
There are some further points of critique, foremost the clear emphasis on the written sources, leading to a fairly traditional account. There is little in the book that would have raised an eyebrow 30 or 40 years ago. T. does briefly mention survey archaeology, archaeozoology, paleobotany, and osteology here and there, but it is a missed opportunity that recent archaeological approaches play a lesser role compared to traditional literary sources. Ethnoarchaeology is introducing valuable insights when literary sources and archaeological data fail. Especially regarding diet, which is treated at length, much more could have been done with recent research. For example, according to T. (175) rural dwellers had only limited access to meat and fish, with meat consumption taking place primarily in a ritual context, while recent research points to more meat consumption in Roman times, and much of it unconnected to sacrifices. Moreover, recent studies point to a larger consumption of fish and seafood in particular in the countryside, linked to the exploitation of coastal lagoons and wetlands. T. emphasizes the harsh living conditions of rural dwellers, with few 35-year-olds being as healthy and strong as 25-year-olds (113). I missed references to recent studies of skeletal remains, which tend to revise the pessimistic views from the 1970s and 1980s. There also seems to be a contradiction to the introduction (12), where we read that at 168 cm on average, the Italians in the first century AD were taller than their 19th-century counterparts, with stature being taken as a reflection of wellbeing and economic performance in Roman times. We should be careful, though, because recent research shows that calculations of total body length based on the length of the femur are very problematic. Moreover, stature does not directly signify high living standards, but is determined by a complex of determinants other than diet, including disease environment, urbanization, and labour. The main point is that a closer involvement with a wider range of recent research could have led to a less traditional overview.
A bit frustrating for the reader is the large extent of repetition and the fact that there is little logic in the structure of the book. T. clearly intends to present a chronological account of developments in Italy, which is the explicit or implicit focus up to and including chapter five (out of 7), but in chapter two, under the title "Frühgeschichte der italischen Landwirtschaft" (i. e. the period up to the third century BC), we are largely treated with an account of various crops and animals with little chronological focus, including Cato's contract for day labourers (more appropriate two chapters later) and even an Oxyrhynchus papyrus related to 280 AD (61). Chapter three, on "Das italische Kleinbauerntum", contains numerous quotations from Longos' "Daphnis and Chloe". Even more problematic are the many repetitions: for example, the plough is treated on pp. 101 f. and again on pp. 212 f.; diet is covered in chapter two and again in chapter three; the so-called Gallo-Roman harvesting machines are discussed on pp. 283 f. and again on pp. 339 f. The two indices are of little use for finding topics, as these are limited to ancient sources and plants/animals, and sometimes incomplete.
One final point of critique: the non-specialist nature of the book also means that the reader will not find any references to modern publications, apart from the occasional, but rare, mention of a modern scholar in the text, and also not a complete bibliography. Instead, there is a fairly brief list of suggested reading, mainly containing monographs in German and English from the past twenty years, but going back to the 1970s. That surely is a disadvantage to a student who wants to chase up some details mentioned by T. Despite these shortcomings, the general reader has much to learn from this book which has a fast pace, avoids dry technical accounts, and is written in an engaging style.
